
HD-Phone

Connect the new fibre optic cable to
the Internet-Box.

Connect the fibre optic cable to the 
fibre optic socket.

Switch on the Internet-Box and wait 
5 minutes. 

Installation overview

Follow the steps below to convert your existing Internet-Box to fibre optic 
technology.

Remove the protection caps and connect the blue end of the cable into the 
Internet-Box.
The cable is sensitive, so please do not touch it at either end!

Push in the fibre optic module (clip facing up) into the «fibre» insert until it 
clicks in.

Insert the fibre optic module.The package includes:

Connect your telephone.
(This only applies if you are a fixed network subscriber.)

Connect your computer and open your 
Internet browser.

Now only connect your telephone and / or fax machine to the 
Internet-Box (phone 1 and 2) – and not the telephone socket as before. 
Use the black telephone adapter if necessary.

Connect the computer per Ethernet cable or to your existing WLAN. Open 
www.bluewin.ch in the Internet browser and, if the registration page is 
displayed, complete all compulsory fields step by step. If the page is not 
displayed, continue with step 8. After 5 minutes continue with step 7.

Open the slot on the fibre optic socket that we specified to you per letter. 
This is generally slot 2, rarely slot 1. Remove the protective cap and connect 
the green cable end.

HD-Phone

> Internet-Box: press + button
> Start your HD-Phone and select connection mode

N.B. Please note that conventional DECT cordless phones 
cannot be wirelessly connected to the DECT base station 
integrated into the Internet-Box, but must be directly inserted 
into the «phone 1» or «phone 2» ports.

Convert your 
existing 
Internet-Box 
to fibre optic 
technology

Internet-Box fibre-optic kit setup

www.swisscom.ch/internetbox-help

Swisscom (Switzerland) Ltd
Contact Center
CH-3050 Bern

www.swisscom.ch
0800 800 800

Telephone adapter

Fibre optic cable

Fibre optic module

Internet-Box standard

Internet-Box plus

If your router looks like this, 
follow the instructions on the 
reverse.

Optionally: 
Wireless HD-Phone connections
You can connect the HD-Phones from Swisscom wirelessly with the 
Internet-Box. For information about HD-Phones from Swisscom please 
visit www.swisscom.ch/hdphones

Continue you with step 1 if your router is the same as the one on the 
installation overview.

You are now surfing with fibre optic technology!

Switch off the Internet-Box and 
remove the DSL cable.

You can return old devices to Swisscom for recycling free of charge. 
A return label is included on the delivery slip.

Remove your old Internet / telephony 
installations (if any).
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the Internet-Box.

Connect the fibre optic cable to the 
fibre optic socket.

Switch on the Internet-Box and wait 
5 minutes. 

Installation overview

Follow the steps below to convert your existing Internet-Box to fibre optic 
technology.

Remove the protection caps and connect the blue end of the cable into the 
Internet-Box.
The cable is sensitive, so please do not touch it at either end!

Push in the fibre optic module (clip facing up) into the «fibre» insert until it 
clicks in.

Insert the fibre optic module.The package includes:

Connect your telephone.
(This only applies if you are a fixed network subscriber.)

Connect your computer and open your 
Internet browser.

Now only connect your telephone and / or fax machine to the 
Internet-Box (phone 1 and 2) – and not the telephone socket as before. 
Use the black telephone adapter if necessary.

Connect the computer per Ethernet cable or to your existing WLAN. Open 
www.bluewin.ch in the Internet browser and, if the registration page is 
displayed, complete all compulsory fields step by step. If the page is not 
displayed, continue with step 8. After 5 minutes continue with step 7.

Open the slot on the fibre optic socket that we specified to you per letter. 
This is generally slot 2, rarely slot 1. Remove the protective cap and connect 
the green cable end.

> Internet-Box: press + button
> Start your HD-Phone and select connection mode

N.B. Please note that conventional DECT cordless phones 
cannot be wirelessly connected to the DECT base station 
integrated into the Internet-Box, but must be directly inserted 
into the «phone 1» or «phone 2» ports.
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You can return old devices to Swisscom for recycling free of charge. 
A return label is included on the delivery slip.

Remove your old Internet / telephony 
installations (if any).

Switch off the Internet-Box and 
remove the DSL cable.

If your router looks like this, 
follow the instructions on the 
reverse.

Optionally: 
Wireless HD-Phone connections
You can connect the HD-Phones from Swisscom wirelessly with the 
Internet-Box. For information about HD-Phones from Swisscom please 
visit www.swisscom.ch/hdphones

Continue you with step 1 if your router is the same as the one on the 
installation overview.

You are now surfing with fibre optic technology!
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